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Abstract
In this paper, we present a freely available corpus of automatic translations accompanied with post-edited versions, annotated with labels
identifying the different kinds of errors made by the MT system. These data have been extracted from translation students exercises that
have been corrected by a senior professor. This corpus can be useful for training quality estimation tools and for analyzing the types of
errors made MT system.
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1. Introduction
The lack of automatic diagnostics tools that could help sort
out and assess the impact of the various causes of errors
is, today, a major bottleneck for the development of high-
quality Machine Translation systems: for lack of such diag-
noses, it is difficult to figure out which components of the
system require the most urgent attention.
Several methods have recently been proposed to automati-
cally detect Machine Translation errors (Zhou et al., 2008;
Popović and Ney, 2011; Zeman et al., 2011; Bach et al.,
2011) which rely on Machine Learning methologies. This
means that the development and evaluation of these error
detection techniques crucially depends on the availability of
annotated corpora, containing MT outputs in which errors
have been identified and labeled such as the one described
by Fishel et al. (2012). Unfortunately, such resources are
still rare, and collecting them is an expensive and error-
prone task. To illustrate this fact, a recent attempt, made in
the context of the QT Launchpad project,1 only managed
to collect and annotate a few hundreds examples. This is
not enough to use Machine Learning approaches that may
require to estimate several hundreds parameters. When an-
alyzing the reasons of this (relative) failure, Burchardt et al.
(2013) note that (emphasis ours):

“Error analysis is considerably more time-
consuming than anticipated. Rather than ana-
lyzing a few thousands of sentences in our pilot
phase, we were able to have a few hundred an-
alyzed. While spees would improve with train-
ing and experience, detailed analysis is a labor-
intensive task and large-scale annotation would
require either many annotators (raising problems
of inter- annotator consistency) or much time.”

Building on this experience, we adopt here another ap-
proach for collecting an error corpus that avoids these dif-

1http://www.qt21.eu/launchpad/

ficulties. Rather than building a corpus specifically for the
task at hand, which would require the training of annotators
who have no prior knowledge of MT error identification,
we propose to take advantage of exercises made by stu-
dents in Translation Studies, part of which consist precisely
in identifying, labeling and discussing the errors contained
in translations. All these exercises have been corrected by
senior professors, which guarantees the quality of the data.
This paper describes the construction of a corpus of post-
edited translations extracted from apprentice translators ex-
ercises. These translations are annotated with the type of
errors made by the MT system. The corpus is freely avail-
able from our website.2 The rest of this article, is organized
as follows: the corpus will be described in a first section. In
a second section we will detail the different classes of errors
that have been identified. We will conclude by presenting
several ways in which the resource we are providing could
be exploited.

2. Building the resource

2.1. Context
The corpus we have gathered has been extracted from the
exercises of translation students, taking part in a master pro-
gram in specialized translations.3 These exercises consist in
post-editing the translation of a technical document (be it a
scientific article, a technical manual, an entry in an encyclo-
pedia, etc.) produced by a rule- based machine translation
system. All the documents are translated from English into
French. A subset of the considered documents also contain
a detailed analysis of the error made by the MT system. All
the exercises have been corrected and annotated by a senior
professor.

2http://perso.limsi.fr/Individu/wisniews/
ressources

3Master Industrie de la langue et traduction spécialisée of the
Université Paris Diderot.
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Both the original student works and the professor commen-
taries are stored in Microsoft Word documents. These doc-
uments are organized in tables: each row in a table de-
scribes a sentence of a source document, its translation by
a MT system, its post-edition by a student and information
about the errors the MT translation contain. Comments by
the professor are stored in Word commentaries. The rows
appear in the same order as in the original document and,
generally, correspond to a complete document or, at least,
to a large portion of it. Figure 1 displays an example of
such a document.
Using the Microsoft Word API, we have extracted all the
data contained in the student exercises and stored them in
an JSON document more amenable to automatic process-
ing by standard NLP tools. In particular, the following in-
formations have been extracted:

• the source document (special care was taken to keep
the original document structure);

• its automatic translation by a rule-based MT system;

• the post-edited translation made by a student in Trans-
lation Studies;

• possibly an analysis of the errors of the automatic
translations;

• the correction of the post-editions made by a professor.

All these information are aligned. In addition to this raw in-
formation, directly extracted from the Microsoft Word doc-
uments, we also provide a version of the source and target
documents that have been tokenized and segmented in sen-
tences using a simple rule-based method.
This corpus differs from most existing corpora in several
ways. First, it contains complete documents, that have
been post-edited ‘in context’, while most existing corpora
are made of single sentences, the context of which is not
known. As a direct consequence, some post-editions ques-
tion sentence boundaries: sometimes, two source sentences
are translated by a single sentence and sometimes the trans-
lation of a single source sentences is split over two target
sentences. Second, the post-editions and the error annota-
tions have all been validated by a senior professor in Trans-
lation Studies, which guarantees the quality of the data.
Third, it is made of technical documents that are using a
specialized vocabulary and contain many instances of ter-
minology errors. Lastly, it is, to the best of our knowledge,
larger than similar corpora like the one collected by Bur-
chardt et al. (2013).

2.2. Statistics
The corpus presented in this work has been extracted from
the work of 46 students. It is made of 4,854 source sen-
tences containing 95,266 words and translated by 4,709
sentences containing 101,951 words (statistics have been
computed on the post-edited version of the reference). Er-
rors have been annotated for almost half of the sentences
produced by the MT systems.
Sentence boundaries have been changed in less of 5% of
the post-editions. The hTER score (Snover et al., 2006) of

the system considered is pretty high (close to 40%), which
can be expected, given the difficulty of the task: documents
come from a technical domain and use a very specific ter-
minology.

3. Typology of Errors
As explained in previous sections, approximately half the
post-edited sentences of the corpus contain an additional
annotation describing the errors that have been made by the
MT system. Two kind of annotations are found.
The first kind of annotations are pretty coarse, as they rely
on a simple typology of errors made of 6 different types:

1. lexical errors;

2. morphological errors;

3. syntax errors;

4. semantic errors;

5. format errors (e.g.: error caused by a problem in the
tokenization of the source sentence);

6. errors without a clear explanation.

While this typology is not as detailed as the ones already
proposed, for instance, by Vilar et al. (2006) or Bojar
(2011) or the one used in the WMT’14 shared task on Qual-
ity Estimation4, it still distinguishes the most useful kind of
errors.
Besides these annotations, most errors are also analyzed at
a fine-grain level. These analyses are more qualitative and
given in a semi-structured format: the error is described in
a free text field, but its description generally contains the
name of the error identified, for instance, by its color or
its font and also a possible explanation of the cause of the
error. Figure 2 shows several examples of such annotations.
Extracting these fine-grain error types is more difficult than
for the coarse level description, and has been performed
using the following semi-automatic process. In a first step,
the error descriptions were normalized using standard pre-
processing tools typically applied in texts classification: all
stop-words were removed and the remaining words were
stemmed. We then extracted the different combination of
up to 4 contiguous words that appear in more than one de-
scription. These elements correspond, with high probabil-
ity, to the name of the different errors that have been iden-
tified. In a second step, these ‘candidates’ are manually
checked to filtered out non valid names and mapped to one
of the 6 error classes of the typology presented above. The
distribution of the different error classes is summarized in
Table 1.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a freely available corpus of
translation errors, which contains post-edited translations
annotated with labels identifying the different types of er-
rors of the MT system. These data have been extracted from

4http://statmt.org/wmt14/
quality-estimation-task.html
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Figure 1: Example of an original Word document we have collected: the first column contains the source text, the second
the automatic translation, the third the post-edition and the forth a description of the error. The work is annotated by the
professor using the commentary feature provided by Microsoft Word.

Figure 2: Examples of fine-grain analyses of MT errors

error type proportion

lexical errors 22%
morphological errors 10%
syntax errors 41%
semantic errors 12%
format errors 5%
other 10%

Table 1: Distribution of error types in the corpus

translation students exercises and corrected by a senior pro-
fessor.
This corpus can proved useful in several ways. It can be
used, for instance, to train systems able to predict if a
MT output contain an error, which is of great interest to
develop Quality Estimation systems (Specia et al., 2010;
Wisniewski et al., 2013). Another interesting question is

whether it is possible to automatically identify different
classes of errors and, if so, which features are the most ef-
fective to sort out the different class of errors. Our future
work will tackle all these questions.
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